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Agenda: In this paper, we introduce a multi SPMD (mSPMD) programming model, which combines a workflow paradigm and a distributed parallel programming model. Then, we discuss about current issues in the mSPMD regarding data transfer. At the end, we describe future plan to integrate the mSPMD and advanced cyberinfrastructure platform (ACP).

A multi-SPMD programming model

In order to address reliability, fault tolerance, and scaling problems in future large scale systems, we have proposed a multi SPMD (mSPMD) programming model and have been developing a development and execution environment for the mSPMD programming model[4, 3]. The mSPMD programming model combines a workflow paradigm and a distributed parallel programming model for future large scale systems, which would be highly hierarchical architecture with nodes of many-core processors, accelerators and other different architectures.

Figure 1 shows the overview of the mSPMD programming model. Each task in a workflow can be a distributed parallel program. A PGAS language called XcalableMP [5] has been supported to describe tasks in a workflow. To describe and manage dependency between tasks, we adopt YML[1] workflow development and execution environment.

Since tasks in a workflow can be executed in parallel in the mSPMD programming model, some “heavy” tasks can be executed in parallel to speed up the workflow. Another advantage of the mSPMD is that a huge distributed parallel program can be decomposed into several moderate sized sub-programs based on the workflow paradigm to avoid the communication overhead.

Current “BigData” issues in mSPMD programming model

One of important pieces that the mSPMD programming model is missing is an intelligent implementation of the data transfer method between tasks. As shown in Figure 2, our current implementation of the data transfer between tasks strongly relies on a network file system (NFS) and MPI-IO functions. After a task writes a data to a NFS, the other tasks which use the data are started and read the data from the NFS. The advantage of using NFS and MPI-IO are (1) portability (2) auto check-pointing and (3) ease of use for application developers since the MPI-IO function calls can be generated automatically based on XcalableMP declarations.

The disadvantages of using NFS are speed and performance instability. To overcome this, we are investigating the combination of file-IO and data servers[2]. Additionally, as future works, we will investigate advanced software and hardware infrastructures such as ADIOS library, data-compression hardware, burst buffer.
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In addition to the advantages described above, the mSPMD can combine several parallel libraries and existing parallel programs easily to compose a complex application for a heterogeneous architecture.

The mSPMD may provide a new method for data processing and data logistic among different systems. So far, we have focused on the data processing in an HPC cluster and the data dependencies between them. However, we consider the workflow paradigm is also useful to manage data dependencies in/from cyber-physical systems. An unified workflow approach to describe dependencies among data generations, data processings, HPC simulations to update data, etc... should be important to develop complicated applications. As future works, we will integrate the mSPMD programming model and ACP. As shown in Figure 3, our workflow paradigm will orchestrate data dependencies not only between traditional distributed parallel programs, but also from/to various sensing and processing devices.
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